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Lisa Marie Mottert(1956)
 
Writing poetry since the age of seven from her childhood home on the Jersey
Shore, Lisa Marie Mottert, continues to write poetry, and her work is published
on several writing sites.
 
Ms. Mottert proudly graduated from the prestigious Institute of Children's
Literature in 2011. She studied Special Publishing.
 
Three of Ms. Mottert's poems are published in hardcover anthologies. One of her
poems is published in the hardcover anthology, The Best Poems and Poets of
2005 by Watermark Press. She's in the process of writing and publishing a poetry
book, and children's book.
 
 
Ms. Mottert resides with her loving husband Ken at their home in Virginia. She is
in awe, and inspired by her entire family.
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Artist Flair In Poetry
 
Author waves her magical wand
romance dances through the torn and tattered
trickling dewdrops bathe the newborn soul
innovative tapestry upon the pearly snow
serene green meadows gleam for all to see
tender serenade whispers in the delicate breeze
 
Flavors of the rainbow shimmer brightly in the wind
lavender petals grace the old chipped windowsill
artist of the romantic gray sea
invigorating mosaic for the world to see
rendezvous of beauty, blissful and carefree
 
intriguing kaleidoscope of emotion
nightingale sings with pure devotion
 
Pastel words formulate a haven of dreams
opal clouds shine in a glorious scene
everlasting story of wisdom and pride
tranquil moments wrapped up from inside
roaring thunder energizes the soul
yearling in peace, a spirit unfolds
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Captain Of My Journey
 
Sailing through the sea of life
Intense glory and painful strife
Oars mustered a pathway for me
Anchored down with supportive lee
 
Charming shell, life at one time
Solitude broke and my heart chimed
Three stars and illustrious moon
My ship dances to a happy tune
 
Lisa Marie Mottert
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Cascade Of Heart
 
Waterfall of my perpetual mind
Stream of love is generously kind
Rapid life sings a melody in abundance-
Omitting havoc and empty reluctance.
 
Life embraces the current of time
Heart pounds with season and rhyme
Majestic cascade flows like soft wine-
Boisterous beauty is rare to find.
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Contour Of Life
 
Celestial beginnings from birth
opal clouds, dusty earth
neon rainbows carve the midnight sky
tide of tomorrow roars with might
omnibus stories echo from the sea
united glory of hook, line, and lee
resounding thunder, wild and free
 
orange sunburst reflects Mother's face
festive bouquet of the human race
 
Legacy unfolds through the looking glass
infant of the soul, chapter of the past
fawn nuzzles doe to drink-
eternity embraced, vanishing in a blink.
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Dressed In Roses
 
Carefree, flourished with love
Spritzed with gold from God above
All different colors to choose
A bouquet refreshed and renewed
Oh, how much fun it would be-
To wear roses in everlasting glee
Plucked is the thorny black rose
Thrown to the vacant unknown
Whisked away in pastel pink
White purifies the mind to think
Red dramatically takes a bow
Yellow becomes a friend somehow-
Spiral of beauty takes domain
Coloring a tapestry, safe and sane.
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Fabric Of The Heart
 
Threads entwined to hold in place
Beautiful material of the human race
Blinders faded into the furious wind
Gone are the days of way back then.
 
Glistening gem of the heart
Buried in the fabric of life from the start
Glowing and growing everyday-
Garbage of prejudice, cast away.
 
Birth of love and unity-
Doves weave peacefully in tranquility.
 
Lisa Marie Mottert
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Flowers In The Garden
 
Lifeless, thirsting for the raindrops of life
Wilting from pain and strife-
Teardrops flood, each root renewed
Petals blossom, noble with truth
Overpowering rows of shimmering hue
 
All the work to keep together
Life's unpredictable weather
Flowers swiftly whisper like a feather
Showering cheer, composition is better-
Writing joy in its open letter.
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Summer Whispers
 
Swimsuit, sandals, and sand between your toes
Umbrellas flavoring the air with colorful flow
Mementos of broken seashells and shaved aqua glass
Memories of a gray stormy past-
Emerald sea grass cools your sun baked feet
Rolling foamy tide embrace the ship fleet.
 
Wind serenades the soaring seagulls
Hark, the sea moves in a minuet lull
Immobile, sitting on the beach chair today
Sand castles form, you watch the children play
Pastel shades and a refreshing drink
Euphoria consumes without a blink-
Reading a magazine, feeling a warm chill
Special memories of a summer thrill.
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The Coat
 
Covered me with elegant charm
Shielded from the winds of harm
You had my back, I put you away-
Hanger bending, garment disarrayed.
 
I ventured one day into the bright blue sky
Forever gone, you whispered a sigh-
Landing a new home in a dusty thrift store
Happily you'll live refreshed and worn.
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Wonder Of  Life
 
We skip through the rainbow
A mosaic of diverse hue-
Visualizing a garden to sow
Revitalizing and brand new
Dancing upon the marshmallow clouds
Heart swaying to the robin's tune
The doe makes her presence without sound.
 
Embracing the sunshine of noon
Morning glory whispers in the warm breeze-
Of life's menu of perplexed diversity
Dewdrops drench the Apple trees
Purifying the closed mind with intensity.
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